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Il modello SMR-D-12 si differenzia dagli altri modelli per tipo di valvola di scarico, design della 
vasca e della portella di scarico, per ragioni legate alla capacità.



 

Foro circolare
Round hole

Foro rettangolare
Rectangular hole

Foro quadrato
Square hole

Foro oblungo
Oblong holeFT FR FQFO
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Alcuni esempi di soluzioni impiantistiche con 
macchine serie Superminor SMR. 

Some examples of plants with the machines of 
Superminor SMR series.

An example of a plant solution type RW-1776 for vibratory 
finishing of articles of various types and metal alloys, split into two 
lines, respectively:
a. for articles compatible with the drying vibrator with warm 
absorbent granulates (1. above left); b. for articles compatible with 
the centrifugal drying, with hot air (1. low right);
The plant is composed by a vibro-conveyor (2.) to transport the 
treated pieces, with continuout recirculation of passivating 
solution. 
However, the possible personalizations are countless.
An example (3.) of self barrelling process, with special antishock 
technology Microfluid (Patent pending - I).



Few examples: 1. vibro-transporter type «VIBRO-CONVEYOR-
SLIM»;
2. DOS-KEM-QF column, a technologic support frame designed 
to hold the control panel of the machine and equipped with a 
metering station for automatic processes such QF ( Abragrip 
phase and final automatic rinsing phase with water / compound 
mixture); 
3. Automatic dosing station for mixing water and liquid chemical 
compound type DOS-KEM-150;  
4. Superminor SMR-ES-50-D, in special design with raised 
basement;   
5. Stainless steel tank for submerged rinsing of workpieces, 
complete of transport band, series UNIVAR-PVC.



Few examples: 1. example of recycling-tank VDR-80-P45/PE with 
capacity of 80 lts.;  
2. an example of a modular accessory for dividing the basin into 
several sectors, called "carousel" - by means of the media, the 
"carousel" moves clockwise inside the process tank;  
3. Combined dosing station, MIX-KEM-80-GM together with      
KIT-ABRAKEM; 
4. Automatic station for dosing and mixing water and liquid 
compound, MIX-KEM-80-GM;
5. Recycling tank with electro-pump and capacity of 170 lts.;  
6. example of VDS-160-MIX tank for the filtration of the 
suspended solids contained in the effluents discharged from the 
machine (suitable fo processes type MICROFLUID - Patent 
Pending - I);  

Accessori  modulari  Modultek,  soluzioni  per 
l’attenuazione del rumore Rollnoise. 

Modultek: modular accessories; Rollnoise: sound 
proofing solutions






